
Pinprick In is the new single from Ducks!  

Premiered on LOLA.  
 
It’s slinky, hazy and hedonistic indie disco; 
oscillators oozing onto the dancefloor, 
urged on by sizzling percussion, the vocals 
breathy and confessional in the style of 
‘Slow’-era Kylie Minogue. As you might 
have guessed from all this, it’s concerned 
with seduction, but not the kind that goes 
on between two people. Pinprick In is 
about an encounter between a performer 
and her audience; in which they demand a 
show, and she gives them something more, 
a fantasy version of herself that never ex-
isted until she asked for it. 


“People pay to see others believe in themselves”, as Kim Gordon once said. Pinprick In is 
about everything that goes on in this transaction, a trade-off between private fantasy and 
public spectacle in a world of hot stage lights and dark corners.   
 
Hear Pinprick In on Soundcloud, Spotify, Apple Music, Bandcamp and more. Promo 
Download here.  

Pinprick In is the third song released from Ducks!' upcoming album, due for release early 
2019. The duo’s third LP was recorded during artist residencies at Blitz Contemporary Art 
Space in Valletta, Malta, and Schmiede in Hallein, Austria, and at Tiny Lights in Berlin with 
the support of Musicboard Berlin.


Ducks! are singer-songwriter Lani Bagley and ARIA award-winning producer Craig Schuftan. 
The Berlin-based Australians released their debut album Ding Ding Ding in 2016, which was 
long-listed for the AMP (Australian Music Prize) later that year. This was followed up by the 
release of Nak Nak in 2017. Since forming in 2014 Ducks! have made soundscapes for art 
exhibitions and art-world memoirs, mini-musical accompaniments for standup comedy 
shows, and soundtracked BBC Radio 4’s ‘Not a People Person’ featuring Sam Simmons.


“... when you sound like a cool mix between Little Dragon and HVOB - there's no other way 
but looping that repeat button." - Stereofox 


"Their Ducks! project is joyfully hard to pigeonhole, with a funky psychedelic, electronic pop 
background but just as easily able to fall into head-nodding instrumental territory." - Utility 
Fog, FBi Radio

Ducks! can be found on Spotify, Soundcloud, Bandcamp, Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. 
Press kit + hi res press photos here.
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